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Introduction to mathematical statistics.
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Abstract : T his book is one of an extensive series of the Wiley publications
and is the elementary volume out of those devoted to mathematical statistic
books of this character are still rare, and the work under review is to be com
the careful and accurate way in which it has been compiled, particularly now
on probability had been added at the beginning. T he proofs given are suited
with a knowledge of mathematics at an intermediate level; elementary, but n
calculus is required for their proper understanding. T he chapters run throug
series of processes and tests, up to small sample distributions; in addition th
principles for testing hypotheses and for estimation are described, while sta

in experimentation finds a place, and there is a useful last chapter on nonpa
methods. A large number of practical exercises have been provided, and the
sufficient in providing its own statistical tables. Standard methods can be eas
such a text-book, while it is refreshingly up-to-date on methods which have
current. J. W.
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